
 

Michael Kiwanuka 
Kiwanuka 
UK 

It was a tall order to up the ante following his first two excellent records, but, 
the team of singer Michael Kiwanuka and producer Danger Mouse, has done 
exactly that.  Creative and varied production values, in league with 
Kiwanuka's deeply compelling voice and knack for a killer melody, combine 
to make a strong case for Album of the Year. 

Leonard Cohen                                
Thanks For The Dance 
Canada 

While I've not yet heard this recording as of this writing, I must admit to 
having the excitement of a little kid as I anticipate the words & ideas & 
voice of the great poet being near one last time, as though from the grave.

HIGHLIFE RECORDS ~ BEST OF 2019  
Excellent cross-border travel, without the bag searches. 

Rhiannon Giddens  
There Is No Other 
USA


This latest release by the multi-talented and genre-bending Rhiannon 
Giddens is the result of a collaboration with the Italian-born, Dublin-based, 
improvisor Francesco Turrisi. The premise of the project is the belief that we 
are all one large human family, and the music contained herein shifts 
seamlessly between the American, European, African, and Arabic worlds. 
Depending on whether the fiddle, banjo or the oud is leading, the common 
thread of the music transforms before our ears from one genre and tradition 
to another with ease.

Makaya McCraven                                 
Universal Beings  
USA 

This late 2018 release from Chicago-based drummer, composer and music 
visionary Makaya McCraven is an extremely strong representation of his unique 
approach to jazz. Recorded in four separate cities (London, New York, Chicago, 
and Los Angeles), by four separate groups, composed of 15 different artists 
(including rising stars like Shabaka Hutchings, Nubya Garcia, Joel Ross, 
Tomeka Reid and Junius Paul) this 2 CD set is amazingly consistent. It is groove 
based, and has this diverse cast of musicians producing live music that sounds 
like your favourite DJ’s mix of tape loops, samples, and muscular solos. This set 
is also very representative of the amazing music that this artist played at one of 
this year’s best Vancouver Jazz Festival shows. 



  Bob Dylan  
Travellin' Thru   
USA 
This 15th edition of the ongoing Bob Dylan Bootleg Series covers the controversial 
period (1967-69) in this artist’s monumental musical career, where, to most listeners 
total surprise, he moved full force into country music. The 3 CD/3 LP set includes 
outtakes from the albums John Wesley Harding and Nashville Skyline, and a brief 
session with Earl Scruggs, but the bulk of this package is made up of the long-
rumoured, but never before officially released, duets with Johnny Cash. These 20 + 
titles are simultaneously breathtaking and incredibly intimate. Both artists are in 
fine voice and good humour and it is truly amazing to hear this historic informal 
meeting proceed with such ease and charm. 

Patrick Watson                                    
Wave 
Canada 

Montreal's Patrick Watson has been writing and performing delicate songs of 
exquisite beauty for a number of years now.  'Wave' continues this dream-
pop style with themes of grief and loss providing the emotional framework.  

The Time For Peace Is Now 
Various  
USA 

The depth and diversity of the musical legacy of African Americans continues to 
challenge and astound even the most dedicated musical detective. This set, curated 
by LA crate-digger and DJ Greg Belson, is the second re-issue in David Byrne’s 
Luaka Bop label’s “World Spirituality Classics” series. It’s depth and reach reminds 
the listener of two similar desert island mix CDs from about 20 years ago: “Darker 
than Blue - Soul From Jamdown” (2001), and “100% Dynamite” (1997). This disc 
is made up of 14 small label releases of secular gospel singles from the 1970’s, and 
each one sounds like a lost classic. 

The Band  
The Band  (50th Anniversay Edition) 
USA


This 50th anniversary edition of one of the most distinctive and unique records in 
the history of popular music gives listeners much to celebrate and appreciate. Firstly 
there is a new stereo mix of the 1969 album that pretty much single-handedly 
defined the musical genre that we now know as “Americana”. This 2CD package 
includes 13 bonus tracks of which six are previously unreleased.. How about the 
inclusion of the group’s previously unreleased set at the 1969 Woodstock Festival?  
This is a fittingly rich re-issue package for an acknowledged rock and roll classic.

HIGHLIFE RECORDS ~ BEST OF 2019  
Excellent cross-border travel, without the bag searches. 



 

Kevin Finseth 
Five Easy Pieces/The Book of Waiting/When I Was A Boy/ 
Opium Hymns 
Canada 
Vancouver composer-producer Kevin Finseth hit the streets with a recording 
breakout this year, 4 separate albums/EPs in which themes and players 
curiously re-appear across diverse moods.  Five Easy Pieces is instrumental, 
mostly piano evoking Keith Jarrett and something a little sad under that, with 
Peggy Lee on deep cello, while When I Was A Boy is piano-based vocal 
compositions and a Beatles cover.  The Book Of Waiting is quiet, thoughtful 
solo piano improvisations, sometimes hypnotic, and Opium Hymns is a full 
band-based album with a soulful and sombre mood, a slow soundtrack to some 
past, far away – some kind of blues they used to play somewhere you might 
have been.  (Dimitrios Otis)

The Mystery Of The Bulgarian Voices feat. Lisa 
Gerrard                                  
BooCheeMish 
Bulgaria 

The beautiful group singing of the Bulgarian choir tradition is given a lift 
here with the addition of Dead Can Dance vocalist Lisa Gerrard and others.  
Thrilling and moving in equal measure, this recording proves that this unique 
style of music is alive and well in 2019.

The Specials  
Encore 
UK 
40 years on, and The Specials prove they are much more than a two-tone Ska 
band with a hatful of hits to recycle.  They are, in fact, a hard-hitting musical 
and lyrical powerhouse with sharp commentary on racism, misogeny and the 
general state of the world today – all delivered in a wide variety of 
compelling musical settings.  One of our most listened to albums this year.

HIGHLIFE RECORDS ~ BEST OF 2019  
Excellent cross-border travel, without the bag searches. 



 

Curtis Clearsky & The Constellations 
IndigiFunk 
Canada


Local hip-hop funk big band led by Curtis Clearsky really delivers the goods 
on this catchy set of soulful and groovy Indigi-funk tunes.  At times 
reminiscent of Michael Franti's vibe, here the lyrics are positive, conscious 
and hard-hitting.  First Nations' sounds are making great strides, and this was 
one of our favourite listens of the year.

Oxford American Magazine                                
South Carolina Music Issue 
USA 

This year’s Oxford American – as is their recent practice – focuses on music, 
musicians and stories from one particular state (South Carolina) in the 
southern USA .  In specific this year’s issue – in part – gives an answer to the 
question, what do the artists Iron and Wine, Ranky Tanky, Shovels and Rope, 
Reverend Gary Davis, soul legend Anne Sexton, hip hop’s Toro Y Moi, 
traditional Gullah music, and the history of the classic civil rights song 
“Eyes on the Prize” have in common?  As is usually the case with OA, the 
mix CD (and download card) covers many different musical directions, 
along with intelligent, well written stories and commentary. 

HIGHLIFE RECORDS ~ BEST OF 2019  
Excellent cross-border travel, without the bag searches. 

Tinariwen 
Amadjar 
Mali


Mali's desert blues masters offer up another satisfying set of hypnotic, 
soulful music on this, their 8th recording. Despite the appearance of several 
prominent guests, including Bad Seed Warren Ellis, it is the slow-burn of 
these desert folk grooves that allows this music to really shine.  



 

HIGHLIFE RECORDS ~ BEST OF 2019  
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Brittany Howard 
Jaime 
USA


One of the most highly anticipated releases of the year, the Alabama Shakes 
vocalist takes us on a no-holds-barred journey of muscular soul and rhythm 
and blues, sounding very much like an experimental follow up to Alabama 
Shakes excellent 'Sound And Color' album.

Malleus Trio 
Play Nice 
Canada


This disc is the latest (and second) release by up and coming young East 
Vancouver jazz powerhouses Dominic Conway (saxophone), Geordie Hart 
(bass), and Ben Brown (drums). While they have each played in numerous 
bands, they have collectively been playing as the Malleus Trio now for over 
ten years. The music on this disc is both muscular and playful, and the drive 
of each of the three talented players creates a balanced sound resembling 
something like possibly a lost (or new) recording in the tradition of Joe 
Henderson or Sonny Rollins. 

Cinematic Orchestra 
To Believe 
UK


Delivering the best one-two punch of the year for this listener, Cinematic 
Orchestra continues its slow march of dominance in the realm of cinematic 
pop music.  Comprised of 7 extended pieces, with numerous guest vocalists 
including Roots Manuva, the set unfolds with great beauty and grace as it 
explores themes of faith and belief.
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Blue Note Records 
Tone Poet Series	  
USA


To commemorate Blue Note Records 80th Anniversary year, in 2019, the 
company approached producer Joe Harley – co-founder and co-producer of 
the acclaimed Music Matters Audiophile Vinyl series – to produce a new re-
issue series of 18 albums. The goal of this project was to bring high end 
audiophile sound and deluxe gatefold packaging to a few gems – some 
classic, and some lesser known – from the Blue Note back catalogue. Each 
of the titles is issued using an all-analog process - remastered directly from 
the original tapes – and pressed on 180 gram vinyl. The term “Tone Poet” 
comes from a nickname that respected jazz saxophonist Charles Lloyd gave 
Mr. Harley many years ago. bluenote.com/spotlight/blue-note-tone-poetry

Soul Of A Nation 2  
Jazz Is The Teacher, Funk Is The Preacher  
USA


The people at SoulJazz Records in London England have done it again. 
Their latest compilation “Soul of A Nation 2” is one of the deepest and most 
powerful compilations to come our way in many years. It features both 
legendary performers such as the Art Ensemble of Chicago (“Theme de 
Yoyo”), Funkadelic (“Nappy Dugout”), Gil Scott-Heron (“Whitey on the 
Moon”) and Don Cherry (“Brown Rice”), but even more importantly people 
below the radar of even the most astute musical ears. Here I mean people 
like The Har-You Percussion Group, The Pharoahs, Phil Ranelin, and Baby 
Huey. This music is universally raw, fresh, complicated, and historic.

BEST LOCAL RECORDINGS (in no particular order)

DOA 1978 
Strange Breed Permanence 
Malleus Trio Play Nice 
Curtis Clearsky & The Constellations 

Itamar Erez Mi Alegria  
Bob Sumner  Wasted Love Songs 
Kevin Finseth  
Five Easy Pieces/The Book of Waiting/When I Was A Boy/Opium Hymns  
Ruby & Smith  Sometimes Love 
Snotty Nose Rez Kids  Trapline 
Mngwa  The Strange One 
Friction Project  Ghosts of Myself 
Laura Grizzlypaws  Come Home 
Kinnie Starr Feed The Fire

BEST RE-ISSUES (in no particular order)


The Band - 50th Anniversary edition
Various - Soul of a Nation 2 
Mal Waldron - Free at Last
Various - The Time For Peace Is Now
Ray Charles - Modern Sounds in Country and 
Western 1&2
Mary Lou Williams - Smithsonian
James Brown - Live at Home with his Bad Self
Johnny Griffin and Eddie Lockjaw Davis - Ow!  
Live at the Penthouse
Gil Evans - Old Wine New Bottles

http://bluenote.com/spotlight/blue-note-tone-poetry-and-audiophilia
http://bluenote.com/spotlight/blue-note-tone-poetry-and-audiophilia


KEVIN FINSETH 
1. The Specials  Encore 
2. Leonard Cohen  Thanks For The Dance 

3. Soul Of A Nation 2 

4. Michael Kiwanuka   Kiwanuka 
5. Makaya McCraven  Universal Beings 
6. John Coltrane  Blue World 

7. Cinematic Orchestra  To Believe 
8. Curtis Clearsky & The Constellations 
9. The Time For Peace Is Now 
10. Derya Yildirim  Kar Yagar

RAUL ESPINOZA  
1. The Specials  Encore 
2. Cinematic Orchestra  To Believe 
3. Prince Fatty  In The Viper's Shadow 

4. DJ Shadow  Our Pathetic Age 
5. Curtis Clearsky & The Constellations 
6. Khruangbin  Hasta El Cielo 

7. Flying Lotus  Flamagra 
8. Kevin Finseth  Opium Hymns 
9. Claypool Lennon Delirium  South... 
10. Thom Yorke  Anima

ANDY WARREN  
1. Brittany Howard  Jaime 
2. Michael Kiwanuka  Kiwanuka  
3. Carlton J. Smith  1634 Lexington Ave 

4. The Specials  Encore  
5. Tinariwen  Amadjar 
6. Coldplay Everyday Life 

7. If Beale Street Could Talk Soundtrack 
8. Mavis Staples We Get By 
9. Cinematic Orchestra  To Believe 
10.Makaya McCraven  Universal Beings

BILL HOOD  
(alphabetical by artist)

Nathan Davis  Live In Paris 1966-67 
Bob Dylan  Travellin' Thru 

Fontaines D.C.  Dogrel 
Rhiannon Giddens  There Is No Other  
Brittany Howard  Jaime 
Abdullah Ibrahim  The Balance 
Eilen Jewell  Gypsy 
Michael Kiwanuka  Kiwanuka  
Makaya McCraven  Universal Beings  
The Specials  Encore

HOMA BASHIRI

1. Tinariwen  Amadjar 
2. Blackwater Holylight  Veils of Winter 

3. Stonefield  Bent 
4. Waingro  III 
5. Sugar Tradition  Green Machine 
6. The Casualties  Until Death Studio Sessions 

7. Black Mountain Destroyer 
8. Hazemaze  Hymns Of Damned 
9. Megadeth  Warheads On Foreheads 

10. Blood Incantation

NILS VON HAHN

1. Buckman Coe  Gathering Storm 
2. Desert Dwellers  Breath 

3. Song Of Our Native Daughters 
4. Kevin Finseth  Opium Hymns 
5. Mngwa  The Strange One 

6. John Coltrane  Blue World 
7. Lizzo  Cuz I Love You 
8. Sudan Archives  Athena 
9. Beck  Hyperspace 

10. Thom Yorke  Anima
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STAFF TOP TENS


